Does Preoperative Positron Emission Tomography Help Delineate the Boost Volume After Oncoplastic Surgery for Breast Cancer?

**OBJECTIVE**
The tumor bed within the breast shifts during oncoplastic surgery (OPS) for breast cancer (BC). Preoperative imagery is used to determine the boost volume (BV) for patients not implanted with surgical clips. This prospective study was conducted to geometrically compare BVs determined using preoperative imagery and BVs determined utilizing surgical clips.

**METHODS**
Patients diagnosed with BC were scanned using PET-CT during 2013–2015. Twenty patients who had undergone OPS but who did not have metastasis underwent CT prior to radiotherapy. Their preoperative images were fused with planning CT images. The tumor volume (CTVboost-pet), as determined from the preoperative PET-CT images, was contoured. Next, CTVboost-clips was determined using surgical clips. Geometric relationships between these two volumes were statistically compared.

**RESULTS**
Planar projections of CTVboost-pet and CTVboost-clips were evaluated. Displacements between CTVboost-pet and CTVboost-clips in the axial (XZ) and coronal (XY) planes were 1.17 cm (min–max: 0.03–3.64 cm) and 1.67 cm (min–max: 0.38–4.14 cm), respectively, and were statistically significant (p<0.001), whereas the displacement in the sagittal (YZ) plane was 1.07 cm (min–max: 0.04–4.45 cm) and was not significant (p>0.7).

**CONCLUSION**
Preoperative imaging alone was not reliable when determining the BV in patients who had undergone OPS and had no clips. Large PTV margins can be an option to overcome this issue. Surgical clips need to be inserted during OPS.
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**Introduction**
The importance of boosting during adjuvant radiotherapy (RT) for breast cancer, particularly in women under the age of 60 years, has been validated by the “Randomized Phase III study published by the EORTC.”[1] This study has confirmed that the administration of an additional dosage of 16 Gy to the predetermined boost...
aim was to question the suitability of using preoperative images to determine the BV of patients who have undergone OPS for breast cancer.

Materials and Methods

After receiving approval from the ethical committee and consent from the patients, between 2013 and 2015, breast cancer patients who had undergone OPS and RT and who had undergone PET-CT scans for the diagnostic workup were included. During PET-CT, the patients are laid on the breast board with their ipsilateral arms supinating as in the RT position but standard PET-CT imaging procedure was performed. Patients who were diagnosed as having metastasis after imaging were excluded. Patients diagnosed with local and local advanced tumors were registered and redirected to undergo surgery. Twenty of these patients who had undergone OPS and completed adjuvant chemotherapy who were under 60 years of age were included. The patients were placed on breast boards as in their position for CT with 2-mm slices prior to planning for RT. Images were transferred to the treatment planning system (TPS). Preoperative PET-CT images were also imported to the TPS and merged using the available software (Eclips 13.0) (Fig.-1).

Planning CT and preoperative PET-CT images were superposed using the rigid fusion method based on “user origins,” and breast tissue was added to the image using the deformable fusion method. As the final step, the three-dimensional common point was chosen as the origin and the x-, y-, and z-axes for both images were accordingly assigned.

In the first step, the tumor volume, as determined from the preoperative PET-CT images, was contoured...
and pathological surgical borders were added; this volume was designated as CTVboost-pet in the following analysis. In the second step, surgical clips (four each) were marked as a volume CTVboost-clips (Fig. 2). To determine the geometric shift between CTVboost-pet and CTVboost-clips, the center of mass for both was calculated and plotted (Fig. 3). The three-dimensional shift between the two was then broken into its two-dimensional components for easier visualization and assessment: XY (coronal), XZ (axial), and YZ (sagittal).

The geometric shift calculated for all three axes was then analyzed using Student’s t-test.

Results

Results from the 20 patients who had undergone OPS with adjuvant RT were evaluated. The mean geometric shift of the BVs in the axial plane was 1.17 cm (min–max: 0.03–3.64 cm). In the coronal plane, the mean shift was 1.67 cm (min–max: 0.38–4.14 cm). The shifts in these two planes were determined to be statistically significant (with p<0.001), which means that the preoperative tumor volume and post-OPS BV were in different locations in the axial and coronal planes. The geometric shift in the sagittal plane was 1.07 cm (min–max: 0.04–4.45 cm). A statistically significant shift in the sagittal plane was not seen (p>0.7). All displacements between CTVboost-pet and CTVboost-clips were>1 cm.

Discussion

The results of the current study have shown that there is a notable shift in BVs and their center of masses (in the coronal and axial planes) when the preoperative tumor volume and volume defined by clips are compared.

Number and placement technique during OPS of clips has been defined.[13,14] Alco et al have shown that CTV BV dosage conformities change vary with the number of clips.[15] However, Kirwan et al have found that clips are not implanted for more than one-third of patients, in spite of benefits that have been demonstrated.[16] In cases where clips are not present, preoperative imagery is examined to determine the BV. The use of breast ultrasound and breast MR is not very appropriate for CT of RT planning due to the positions of the patient and breast. PET-CT and thoracic CT images obtained during staging present a better platform for comparison. Currently, there are limited data on such a comparison.

In a study assessing BVs obtained from preoperative and planning tomographies, the authors have reported that a minimum of three clips should be placed during OPS for accurate postoperative BV determination.[17] The authors also pointed out that the volume of tissue removed during OPS is higher than that removed during other surgical methods; therefore, the BV should be kept to a minimum to not diminish cosmetic outcomes. In another study, it has been of stated that preoperative PET-CT images processed via deformable fusion can be used for RT planning.[18] However, the surgical methods were not mentioned; hence, their relevance to OPS is unclear. Therefore, only breast cancer patients with PET-CT images were included in the present study.

Clips have to be implanted in a certain order to facilitate BV generation.[19,20] Previous studies have shown that clips do not always cover the tumor bed and the postoperative seroma; in some cases, the BV spreads out of the boundaries defined by clips.[21] While inclusion of the seroma along with the clips, therefore an increased BV for conventional surgery may be acceptable, the increased BV due to more extensive tissue removal and quadrant shifts in OPS may affect the accuracy of BV and the desired cosmetic outcomes. The cosmetic outcome of an increased BV needs to be further investigated.

Rigid fusion of registries is used where anatomical changes are limited or for superposing fixed tissue images. In cases where the tissue is removed, relocated, and/or altered due to surgical or treatment procedures or positional differences, deformable fusion techniques produce more reliable and effective results. This technique also provides better CTV definitions in cases where external contours are altered.[22] Therefore, in
our study, rigid fusion is used for superposing “user origins” and deformable fusion is used for superposing the breast portion of preoperative PET-CT and planning CT images.

Schaverian et al published a review on this topic in 2013 and evaluated a total of 24 studies regarding the determination of BV during OPS. It was reported that clips were used to determine the BV in 9 of these studies, but the basis for volume determination was not mentioned in the other studies. Their concern was in using only surgical clips for volume determination after OPS where the primary tumor volume is displaced. They emphasized the fact that OPS is more frequently performed on young patients with large tumors and the importance of coordination between the surgeon and radiation oncologist to obtain the most effective outcomes for boost treatment, particularly in this patient segment who will benefit the most.[23]

**Conclusion**

When the planar coordinates of CTV\textsubscript{boost-pet} and CTV\textsubscript{boost-clips} were evaluated, displacements in the axial and coronal planes were statistically significant and were >1 cm. On the other hand, displacements in the sagittal plane were not statistically significant.

These results suggest that the use of preoperative tumor volume, which is the current basis for treatment, is not very accurate for determining the BV in patients who have undergone OPS. Objective criteria and methods need to be established for guidance. Until a golden standard is established through research and validation, the BV should always be determined taking all available information into account and larger PTV margins might be suitable for patients who have undergone OPS. Additionally, for patients who have undergone OPS without surgical clips on the tumor bed, using PTV margins of more than 1 cm may be reliable for overcoming this issue.
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